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Everyday style

Asfora delivers everything today’s wiring devices should. The sleek, elegant design
harmonizes perfectly with virtually any interior. Much like your favorite fashion
accessory, Asfora is the final touch that says “you.”
As pleasing to the touch as they are to the eye, Asfora products are made from
high-quality materials that won’t yellow over time.
And, with a range of functions designed for your comfort, Asfora keeps delivering
performance day in, day out.
When it comes to reliable wiring devices for your home, Asfora is quite simply the
right choice at the right price.
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Simply elegant
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colors:
white and
cream
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basic functions
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Enhance your home’s interior,
everyday!

Roller blinds
Adjust your room’s natural
light according to the
weather and your mood.

20%
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Get the most out of your home by creating lighting
ambiances for each room and each time of day.
With the right lighting, your home’s interior will take on
a whole new dimension.

Switch with locator
lamp
Find your light switches
easily in the dark.

Dimmer switch
Create just the right
ambiance the easy way.

Save energy
• Switching lights off
when not in use can
cut energy costs by up
to 20%.
• Letting in natural
sunlight can help you
lower heating costs.
A difference of just
one degree can shave
5% off your electric
heating bill.
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Switches with icons
See which switch goes with what at a glance and avoid turning on the lights for the
hallway instead of the stairs, for example.
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RJ45 data socket
Plug in your telephone,
TV, PC, or gaming
console to keep your
digital world close
at hand.

TV/R/SAT socket
Access all of your media
from a single jack.

Loudspeaker socket
Enjoy music from a single
source throughout your
home and hide unsightly
wiring inside walls.
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From playing online video games
to enjoying your favorite music
throughout your home, the
Asfora range has everything
you need to stay connected.
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Stay connected,
all day long

All Asfora products meet the latest standards and
are manufactured from robust materials chosen to
withstand everyday use for years to come.
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The Asfora range delivers the quality design and
manufacturing you expect from Schneider Electric.
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Safety first

Socket-outlet
with cover
Ideal for homes with
small children.
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IP 44 socket-outlet
Watertight for installation
in bathrooms and other
wet areas.
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* Make the most of your energy
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